On Second Thought

Following in the footsteps of her critically acclaimed novel If You Only Knew,
multi-bestselling author Kristan Higgins returns with a pitch-perfect look at the affection—and
the acrimony—that binds sisters together Ainsley OLeary is so ready to get married—shes
even found the engagement ring her boyfriend has stashed away. What she doesnt anticipate is
for Eric to blindside her with a tactless breakup he chronicles in a blog…which (of course)
goes viral. Devastated and humiliated, Ainsley turns to her half sister, Kate, whos already
struggling after the sudden loss of her new husband. Kate has always been so poised, so
self-assured, but Nathans death shatters everything she thought she knew—including her
husband—and sometimes the people who step up arent the ones you expect. With seven years
and a murky blended-family dynamic between them, Ainsley and Kate have never been overly
close, but their shared sorrow dovetails their faltering worlds into one. Despite the lifetime of
history between them, the sisters must learn to put their differences aside and open their hearts
to the inevitable imperfection of family—and the possibility of one day finding love again.
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Synonyms for on second thought at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Find descriptive alternatives for on second thought.On Second Thought has 6761 ratings and
852 reviews. Melissa said: This showstopper earned five glittery and blindingly bright gold
stars from me. On SecOn second thought means that the person has been thinking (so theyve
had more than two thoughts, actually) and eventually changed their mind. Similar Define on
second thought (phrase) in American English and get synonyms. What is on second thought
(phrase)? on second thought (phrase) meaning, On second thought definition is - after thinking
about something again. How to use on second thought in a sentence. Ive always said on
second thoughts. The other day a Canadian friend corrected me, saying it should be on second
thought. It sounded so Specializing in ladies NEW and PRELOVED exclusives in fashions:
Dresses, Jumpsuits, Skirts, Blouses, Coats and more! Everything you need to stay in style.On
Second Thought is a one hour, daily news talk show, airing at 9 a.m. ET weekdays on Georgia
Public Broadcasting. Timely conversations about all topics On second thought definition: after
reconsideration Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.The latest Tweets from
On Second Thought (@OSTtalk). Making you think twice. News + conversations with
@Verginger. On-air 9-10 a.m. ET @GPBNews + On second thought definition, reservation
about a previous action, position, decision, judgment, or the like: He had second thoughts
about his decision.on second thought. (US, idiomatic) After reconsidering on further
consideration. I originally thought that it was a good idea, but on second thought Im not so
sure On Second Thought (OST) is a patented delay/recall technology for mobile
communication.
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